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Dear editor,

Merging of various branches of software with the current

branch is common in collaborative software development.

After decades of hard work on detecting merge conflicts,

various tools have been proposed [1] for assisting software

developers in detecting and resolving conflicts. However,

software developers are still deeply relying on textual merge

tools to handle complicated merge tasks [2]. They may not

be able to detect latent semantic merge conflicts, which re-

duces the software quality.

Recently, Sousa et al. [3] have made progress on guaran-

teeing the quality of a three-way merge, by proposing the

contract of semantic conflict freedom and developing the

tool SafeMerge to verify whether a three-way merge meets

this contract. However, the above mentioned verification

approach still has limitations and faces challenges in ver-

ifying merges. First, besides a three-way merge, Git also

supports the merging of two branches without the common

ancestor (two-way merge) or more than two branches (oc-

topus merge). SafeMerge only supports a three-way merge

and thus fails to deal with other common merges. Second,

SafeMerge only works on cases wherein two branches make

changes to the same Java method. Third, as described in [3],

SafeMerge has limitations on changes made to method sig-

natures, an analysis scope, and exceptions.

Regression testing can prevent regression faults and is

widely used in real-world software development. Meanwhile,

rerunning the test suite seems to be enough for detecting

merge conflicts if we have a high-coverage test suite before

merging branches. However, in practice, the test suite may

still face a high probability in missing the merge conflicts ow-

ing to the workflow of collaborative development. Imagine

two branches are developed by different software develop-

ers. The newly added or changed test cases may not cover

changes made by the other branch since the developers are

not aware of each other’s work. As a result, the conflicts

between these changes cannot be detected.

Test oracles. We find some inconsistencies between the

contract of semantic conflict freedom and the verification

algorithm of SafeMerge, and then revise the algorithm in

Appendix A. In Appendix B, we negate the formula that

needs to be verified in the revised algorithm. According to

the results, we propose general test oracles for all kinds of

merges as follows.

Definition 1 (Test oracles on program merges). Given an

n-parent merge in which every program version is compil-

able, to find the merge conflicts, we generate tests, which

achieve the following goals.

(1) Unexpected behavior. Suppose that one test case t is

generated for the merged program vm. We say that vm has

some unexpected behavior, if for any parent version vi, the

same assertion ϕ is violated.

(2) Lost behavior. Suppose that parent versions have the

common original vo. For one parent version vi, we say its

newly introduced behavior is missing after merging, if one

test t for vi fails on vo and vm over the same assertion ϕ.

According to our oracles, for each merge, we repeatedly

generate test cases for one target version and then check

their executions on all variant versions.

Implementation. As shown in Figure 1, we present the

workflow of our tool TOM (testing on merges). Given one

n-parent merge, we generate tests for {vm, v1, . . . , and vn}

in an order, as shown in the left part of Figure 1. Then, for

each case, according to the extracted dependencies between

different code entities, we select the UUTs (units under test-

ing) and then generate tests to reveal the conflicts. The al-

gorithm for selecting UUTs can be found in Appendix C.

We employ the advanced test generation tool EvoSuite [4]

to implement the test generation for program merges.

We implement the diff-line coverage criterion to guide the

search to cover different line-level parts between the target

version and its variants. If someone generates a non-flaky

test that cannot cover any different parts between two ver-

sions, we do not need to re-execute the test on the other

version. Otherwise, we execute it on all the variants. Given

any two executions of the test on the two versions, we gener-

ate assertions on the variables with different values to cap-

ture the behavior difference between the two versions. Af-

ter running one test on all the variants, all the assertions

that appear in each execution comparison are extracted. If
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Figure 1 Workflow of TOM.

one test case triggers exceptions for the target version, we

leave the case to software developers because the exceptions

may not be desired. For each statement having exceptions

thrown in the execution on the variant, all assertions based

on the execution of the target version are generated to de-

scribe the different values and states. If we have the same

assertion generated by executions on all variants, we then

check the stability of this test by rerunning it five times.

If we find one stable test, we add it to the test list, which

will be provided to software developers to examine conflicts.

As shown in Figure 1, we configure TOM to stop unit test

generation once a test case revealing conflicts is generated

or the given resource has been consumed (time out).

Evaluation. According to our oracles, detecting semantic

conflicts for two-way merges is the sub-task of detecting con-

flicts for a three-way merge, and one benchmark consisting

of three-way and octopus merges is needed. Based on the

notion of semantic conflict, we construct conflict merges by

making bug-fix tests fail. For the buggy program Pb, we use

Major [5] to generate mutants on code statements covered

by a bug-fix test. Thus, we have the bug-fixed version Pf

and mutant version Pt. After merging Pf and Pt, we execute

the bug-fix test case on the merge Pm, and get one conflict

merge if this test case fails. For each constructed three-way

merge, we create another branch by randomly choosing one

mutant of the same class mutated in Pt. Finally, on top

of the bug-fix benchmark Defects4J [6], a total of 389 con-

flict three-way merges and 389 conflict octopus merges are

collected. The information of this constructed benchmark

MCon4J can be found in Appendix D.

SafeMerge is run on 18 merges in which two branches

modify the same Java method to evaluate its effectiveness.

However, SafeMerge fails to deal with 17 out of 18 merges,

showing the same error, which seems to be related to its im-

plementation. Regarding the remaining merge, we find that

the two branches modify the same body of one while loop.

The results indicate that SafeMerge fails to deal with the

complicated loop in this merge. Unfortunately, we conclude

that SafeMerge fails to detect conflicts on all the merges

from MCon4J.

Furthermore, we conduct two groups of experiments

guided by different coverage criteria. First, we only use

the proposed diff-line coverage criterion. Second, we add

more coverage criteria used in EvoSuite by default. Because

random operators exist in a search process, TOM is run on

each three-way merge three times to have a comprehensive

view of the tool’s performance. There are 42 and 40 conflict

three-way merges detected by two groups of experiments.

By examining these experimental results, we found that the

performance of the multiple criteria is better than the diff-

line criterion.

Moreover, a total of 87 conflict octopus merges are de-

tected by TOM. We found that 35 conflict octopus merges

created from 35 out of 45 detected conflict three-way merges,

are also detected by TOM. A total of 52 conflict octopus

merges from newly appeared cases are detected. Note that,

we construct octopus merges by adding one mutated branch

based on the constructed three-way merge. With more mu-

tated code changing program behaviors, TOM can find more

conflict octopus merges than the conflict three-way merges.

The detected merges can be found in Appendix E.

Conclusion. We propose test oracles for real-world pro-

gram merges including two-way, three-way, and octopus

merges. On this basis, we implemented a tool called TOM to

automatically generate test cases to reveal merge conflicts.

In addition, we designed the benchmark MCon4J to support

further studies on merges. In our experiments, a total of 45

conflict three-way merges and 87 conflict octopus merges

were detected using TOM, while the verification-based tool

SafeMerge failed to work on MCon4J.
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